To check or re-calibrate Tymp ECV Calibration:

Go to Settings -> Functional Checks -> Tymp calibration

You will be in “checking” mode. You can now insert the probe into any of the 3 cavities to check the current volume reading. Please make sure to use the probe tip with the blue dot or the white probe tip.

If the readings are fine (standards allow 5% or 0.1 ml, whichever is greater), simply press back.
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In case of larger deviations from the nominal volume, press Re-calibrate. If you choose to re-calibrate, the instrument will instruct you to place the probe into each of the three cavities one after another. Please insert the probe into the cavity as indicated on screen and confirm by pressing the button.

Please note that the silver screw of test cavity should be in the position as explained on screen.

This procedure will repeat for all three cavities, and display a message upon success.
If for any reason the calibration does not succeed, you will see this message.

Possible reasons for calibration fails are

- Cavities used in wrong order (check silver screw)
- Probe tip being blocked
- Shallow insertion of probe into test volumes
- Defective probe (perform a probe test)
- Use of wrong probe tip. Please make sure to use the probe tip marked with a blue dot as indicated on page 1.
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